Pediatric spinal deformities
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Pediatric spinal deformity results from multiple conditions including congenital anomalies, neuromuscular disorders, skeletal dysplasia, and developmental disorders (idiopathic). Pediatric spinal deformities can be progressive and cause pulmonary compromise, neurological deficits, and cardiovascular compromise. The classification and treatment of these disorders have evolved since surgical treatment was popularized when Harrington distraction instrumentation was introduced.

The advent of anterior-spine instrumentation systems has challenged the concepts of length of fusion needed to arrest curvature progression. Segmental fixation revolutionized the surgical treatment of these deformities. More recently, pedicle screw–augmented segmental fixation has been introduced and promises once again to shift the standard of surgical therapy. Recent advances in thoracoscopic surgery have made this technique applicable to scoliosis surgery.

Not only has surgical treatment progressed but also the classification of different forms of pediatric deformity continues to evolve. Recently, Lenke and associates proposed a new classification for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis. This classification attempts to address some of the shortcomings of the King classification system.

In this article the authors review the literature on pediatric spinal deformities and highlight recent insights into classification, treatment, and surgery-related complications.
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In the pediatric age group, spinal deformity results from congenital anomalies, neuromuscular disorders, neurofibromatosis, connective tissue disorders, and skeletal dysplasia (including dwarfism syndromes).

Idiopathic scoliosis, the most common deformity, is a diagnosis made after excluding generalized syndromes and congenital or inflammatory causes. Each category of spinal deformity has characteristic features that are dictated by the pathophysiology of the underlying condition.

Scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordosis refer to deviations from normal spinal alignment. Scoliosis, curvature in the coronal plane, is also associated with transverse rotation, as well as with pathological lordosis or kyphosis (Fig. 1). Therefore, the descriptive terms lordoscoliosis and kyphoscoliosis are frequently used to characterize the 3D character of the deformity. When more than one pathological curvature exists along the length of the spine, the primary curve is designated on the basis of its size and rigidity. The secondary curve, even if compensatory, may be rigid or have a “structural” component.

In planning surgery one must take into account the magnitude and flexibility of all the curves in all three planes.

Treatments, including brace therapy and surgery, are indicated for progressive deformity or deformities destined to progress. The type of treatment, however, is ultimately determined by the diagnosis and severity of the condition.

GROWTH OF THE SPINE

Pediatric spinal deformities are usually not present at birth. They all progress, however, in proportion to spinal growth, and, therefore, anticipating and controlling the growth potential of the vertebral elements comprising the deformity is the key to successful management. Two periods of rapid growth occur in children: between birth and 3 years of age and during adolescence. The growth spurt ends at a skeletal age of 14 years, or approximately 1.5 years after menarche in girls, and at age 18 in boys. According to Dimaggio and Bonnel, in the adolescent growth spurt the thoracic spine grows 1.2 cm/year, whereas the lumbar spine grows 0.6 cm/year. Based on these data, one can calculate the effect of fusing spinal segments during puberty. As pointed out by Winter, a short, straight spine is preferable to a severe scoliosis that compromises cardiopulmonary or neurological function.

The prediction of spinal growth in the peri- or intrapu-
Bесcent period is based on physical and radiographic examinations. The Risser sign, a radiographic method for estimating the state of bone maturity, is based on the appearance and fusion of the iliac apophysis (Fig. 2). Stages 1 through 4 correspond to the sequential ossification of each quarter of the iliac crest from posterior to anterior. In general, spinal growth is complete when Risser Stage 4 is reached. The estimation of the growth remaining is an integral part of planning all aspects of treatment in cases of pediatric spinal deformities.

IDIOPATHIC SCOLIOSIS: EARLY AND ADOLESCENT ONSET

Epidemiology and Classification

Idiopathic scoliosis has a familial tendency and a bimodal frequency distribution. There is an early-onset variety in which the majority of cases occur in infancy, and a second major peak occurring during adolescence. Accordingly, the Scoliosis Research Society adopted a scoliosis classification that is based on the age of onset: infantile scoliosis, 0 to 3; juvenile scoliosis, 3 to 9; and adolescent scoliosis, older than 9 years of age. By far the most common variety is AIS. Because the cause of idiopathic scoliosis is not known, its diagnosis is not made until all other causes of scoliosis have been excluded.

The prevalence of AIS varies depending on the magnitude of the curvature used for the diagnostic criterion. If based on a curve of 10°, as has been accepted as the lower limit to be diagnostic for idiopathic scoliosis, 2 to 3% of the adolescent population (10–16 years of age) have scoliosis. The prevalence for curves in excess of 20° is 0.3 to 0.5%, whereas that of curves in excess of 40° is 0.1%. Early-onset idiopathic scoliosis, in which a curvature develops before the age of 8 years, is much less common but is associated with graver physiological consequences. Because curvature progression is related to growth potential, the younger the patient is when the curve develops, the larger is the deformity at maturity. Deformities developing in children before the age of 5 years have the potential of exceeding 100° in magnitude, producing detrimental effects on the developing cardiopulmonary system. Consequently, treatment approaches are recommended in lieu of patient age and the magnitude of deformity.

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis

Typically, AIS occurs in girls. The incidence in boys is approximately one tenth that in girls. The typical curvature pattern is a right thoracic curve with an accompanying fractional left lumbar curve. The symptoms are minimal, and the patients present because of the deformity. Screening programs at schools have traditionally been a means by which these curves are identified; however, there is no evidence that they have led to changed outcomes.

The natural history of AIS has been studied extensively by Weinstein alone, with Ponseti, who followed the same group of patients for over 40 years, as well as by Collis and Ponseti. Factors that relate to progression of idiopathic curves include physiological age, sex, curve magnitude, and curve type. Progression is more likely in the younger patient, girls, patients with larger curves, and in patients with double curves. For example, in a girl with a curve between 20 to 29° and at a Risser stage of 0 to 1, the chance of curve progression will be 68%, whereas if the Risser stage were 2 to 4, the risk would be 23%. During adolescence, curves typically progress a mean of 1°/month, and curves in excess of 50° are associated with a high risk of progression even after skeletal maturity. It is of note that the relationship of symptoms to magnitude of the curvature is not so straightforward, and many patients with severe curves exhibit few symptoms. Lumbar curves, however, are more likely to cause back pain. Finally, there is a

Fig. 1. A: Idiopathic scoliosis is a 3D deformity, typically associated with thoracic hypokyphosis or lordosis. B: Over time, deformation of the thoracic cage causes the right posterior rib angle to become more prominent and the left breast to project forward. C: The end vertebrae of the scoliosis are most tilted, whereas the apical vertebrae are most rotated and laterally translated. Typically, a left lumbar curve is present in which the vertebrae are rotated in the opposite direction. Image used with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 2. The Risser stage of iliac ossification can be used to estimate remaining maturity and growth. Image used with permission from Elsevier.
significant inverse relationship between the pulmonary vital capacity and magnitude of thoracic scoliosis. Thoracic curves greater than 70° are associated with a vital capacity less than that predicted for size.1,12,4,110

The physical examination should exclude other causes of scoliosis.72,79 Atypical presentations requiring further MR imaging evaluation include left thoracic curves, those progressing more rapidly than expected, and those associated with neurological findings (Fig. 3).96 Furthermore, the presence of pain, especially at night, suggests a diagnosis other than idiopathic scoliosis.

King, et al.,61 developed an important classification system for AIS after examining anterior radiographs obtained in 149 cases. A center sacral line was drawn on the standing AP radiographs through the center of the sacrum and perpendicular to the iliac crests. The vertebrae bisected most closely by this line were designated as “stable” (Fig. 4). The classification, which includes five curve patterns, is based on the number, flexibility, and deviation of the curves from the midline (Fig. 5). Vertebral levels included in the fusion will depend on the deformity pattern, severity, and flexibility of the curves.

Ideally, a classification system is used to assess a clinical entity, enable surgeons to recommend treatments, and allow comparison of different treatment methods.28 The King classification system has been used extensively. Because it was based only on AP radiographs, however, scoliosis was not seen as a 3D deformity. Intraobserver and interobserver reliability has been reported as only poor to fair.28,66 Lenke, et al.,68 developed a classification system to address these issues, attempting to satisfy the following: be comprehensive, consider sagittal alignment, define treatment standards, be based on objective criteria, have good inter- and intraobserver reliability, and be easily understood (Fig. 6).

The Lenke classification system is based on standing long-cassette coronal, lateral, and right and left side–bending radiographs. The curves are classified according to curvature type (1–6) combined with a lumbar spine modifier (A, B, or C) and a sagittal thoracic modifier (−, N, or +).68 The curvature types are main thoracic, double thoracic, double major, triple major, thoracolumbar/lumbar, and thoracolumbar/lumbar main thoracic. The lumbar spine modifier is based on the relationship of the center sacral vertical line to the lumbar curve observed on the coronal radiograph. The lumbar modifiers quantify the extent of lumbar curve as A (minimal), B (moderate), and C (large). The center sacral vertical line either (A) runs through the lumbar vertebra to the stable vertebrae, (B) runs between the medial border of the lumbar concave pedicle and the concave lateral margin of the apical vertebrae, or (C) falls completely medial to the entire concave lateral aspect of the apical vertebrae. The sagittal thoracic modifier describes overall thoracic kyphosis: hypokyphosis (−), a curve less than +10°; normal (N), a curve +10 to +40°; or hyperkyphosis (+), a curve more than +40°.

Lenke, et al.,68 reported that the intraobserver reliability
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**Fig. 3.** Imaging studies obtained in a 12-year-old girl with progressive myelopathy and King Type II scoliosis. **Upper Left:** Preoperative AP radiograph. **Upper Right:** Sagittal MR image revealing a cervical syrinx that was drained. After this, she underwent T4–12 thoracic pedicle screw–assisted fusion. **Lower Left and Right:** Postoperative AP and lateral radiographs demonstrating good curve correction with maintenance of sagittal balance.

**Fig. 4.** The center sacral line is perpendicular to a horizontal line across the iliac crest, passing vertically through the sacral spinous processes. Vertebrae bisected by the center sacral line are designated as the stable vertebrae. Image used with permission from Elsevier.
was greater than that of the King classification. The authors proposed that only the structural curves need to be fused. In a roundtable discussion format, seven cases were presented to 28 scoliosis surgeons. There was 84% agreement on classification of the curve type, 86% agreement on lumbar modifier, and 90% agreement on thoracic modifier. When asked to pick the proximal and distal level for fusion, however, the operative approaches used and levels chosen varied widely. There was a mean of five different proximal and four different distal fusion levels chosen for each case. This new classification system seems to address some of the shortcomings of the King classification system. Only time and additional investigation will determine if the new classification will help standardize the assessment and maximize the treatment of AIS.

Brace treatment in cases of AIS is recommended to minimize progression in a growing patient in whom curves are greater than 25° and less than 40°. If a patient is followed at an earlier stage, then brace therapy is instituted if progression (an increase of ≥ 5°) beyond 20° is documented. Adolescents with curves in excess of 45° should undergo surgery, because even after skeletal maturity curves of this magnitude will likely progress. In all cases, brace therapy should be abandoned if several attempts to control progression of deformity have failed.

Lonstein and Winter reviewed brace treatment in 1020 patients and found that 22% required surgery. In patients with a curve between 20 to 29°, 51% progressed if the Risser stage was 0 to 1 but only 15% did so if the Risser stage was greater than 2. Similarly, if the curve was 30 to 39°, deformity in 53% with a Risser stage of 0 to 1 progressed, whereas in only 25% with a Risser stage greater than 2 progressed. Nevertheless, these rates of progression were less than those in a similar group in which treatment was not performed. Results in this series confirmed again that the more immature the patient and the greater the curve, the more likely progression will occur.

Early-Onset Scoliosis (Age < 8 Years)

Idiopathic scoliosis most commonly develops during late childhood (juvenile type) or adolescence and can create serious cosmetic and functional problems. Pulmonary compromise, however, is an additional concern in the rare cases of scoliosis developing before 5 years of age. According to Nilsonne and Lundgren, the severe curves (> 100°) resulted in death due to cardiac or pulmonary causes in 60% of their cases. Because idiopathic infantile scoliosis is so rare, meticulous neurological, physical, and radiological examination of these patients is mandatory to exclude congenital or neurological causes of the scoliosis. Routine brainstem and spinal cord MR imaging is reasonable for excluding central nervous system abnormalities such as a syrinx in patients age 8 years or younger who present with a spinal deformity of greater than 20°.

In comparison with AIS and juvenile idiopathic scoliosis, the curves in infantile scoliosis are commonly (in 50–75% of patients) left thoracic curves, and boys are more commonly affected than are girls. Mehta found that the risk of progression was related to the RVAD. This angle is formed by a line along the rib head and a perpendicular to the base of the apical vertebra (Fig. 7). If the difference between the angles on the concave/convex side exceeds 20°, progression will likely occur. Observation is a reasonable course of action until the curve reaches 30 to 40°, because brace therapy and application of a cast are difficult in small children. Curves less than 35° with RVAD of less than 20° have reportedly responded well to brace therapy, whereas those more than 45° with RVAD greater than 20° were associated with a poor prognosis. If the early-onset curve fails to be halted by several attempts at brace therapy, surgery should be considered once the curve exceeds 55 to 60°. The placement of spinal instrumentation without fusion is the preferred procedure in patients younger than 9 years of age. Once adolescence is reached, anterior instrumentation-
assisted fusion may be performed. Complications related to this technique are common and include hook dislodgment, rod breakage, skin breakdown, and early fusion without bone graft.

The crankshaft phenomenon has been used to explain curvature progression in preadolescent patients after posterior instrumentation-assisted fusion. Sanders, et al. analyzed data in 43 patients with idiopathic scoliosis after undergoing this procedure. The crankshaft phenomenon was demonstrated in 11 patients. The authors recommended anterior discectomy to accompany posterior instrumentation and fusion in patients younger than age 10 years, in older premenarchal patients with Risser Stage 0 bone maturity, or in patients in whom the triradiate cartilages are open.

**Instrumentation for Spinal Deformity**

Typically, surgical treatment of AIS is accomplished by placing posterior instrumentation and conducting fusion. If the curve exceeds 75° and cannot be corrected to 50° as demonstrated on bending radiographs, however, an anterior approach might be considered for improving deformity correction and for enhancing fusion by performing discectomies and releasing the anterior longitudinal ligament. Anterior approaches are also used to arrest the growth of the vertebrae in immature patients in whom progression, due to crankshafting, may be a problem. Finally, anterior instrumentation is now being considered for application in patients with lumbar curves or thoracolumbar curves to spare lumbar motion segments (Fig. 8).

Posterior spinal instrumentation for deformity correction has evolved rapidly since the introduction of distraction rods and hooks by Harrington in 1960. In this evolution the primary emphasis has been on creating more secure fixation and 3D correction. Pedicle screws can produce sagittal-plane tilting, rotation, axial compression or distraction, and translation of instrumented vertebrae. Unlike the use of pedicle hooks,
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**Fig. 6.** Classification of AIS devised by Lenke, et al. Synopsis of all necessary criteria for curvature classification. SRS = Scoliosis Research Society; CSVL = center sacral vertical line. Used with permission from Lenke, et al., 2001.
considerable controversy surrounds the use of pedicle screws. Reports of screw breakage, pullout, and attendant neurological injury have resulted in early reappraisal of this implant. Initially pedicle screws were used to anchor the inferior end of the construct in the lumbar pedicles.\textsuperscript{9,50} Because the unique complexity of pediatric thoracic pedicle anatomy has been better understood, thoracic pedicle screws have been used to treat scoliosis (Fig. 3).\textsuperscript{90} Although potentially dangerous, the authors of several studies have shown that for properly trained spine surgeons, thoracic pedicle screws can be placed safely to treat pediatric deformity.\textsuperscript{9,16,90,101} Additionally, thoracic pedicle screws have higher pullout strength than hooks.\textsuperscript{69} Thoracic pedicle screws have been shown to be safe, have greater deformity correction than hooks, restore thoracic kyphosis in hypokyphotic spines, and potentially decrease the number of levels required for fusion.\textsuperscript{70,99,100,102,103}

Deacon and Dickson\textsuperscript{31} and colleagues\textsuperscript{32} and Dickson alone\textsuperscript{33} are credited with the concept that scoliosis is pathological lordosis associated with vertebral rotation; thus, the term lordoscoliosis correctly describes the majority of thoracic curves. With the 3D pathoanatomy in mind, Dubousset and Cotrel\textsuperscript{39} introduced a technique involving insertion of a concave rod, followed by rotation of the rod back to the midline, to convert the lordoscoliosis to pure thoracic kyphosis (Fig. 10). Strategic vertebrae, including the end vertebra and the rigid intermediate vertebra, were instrumented with hooks. Although conceptually correct, the authors of subsequent studies have shown that “derotation” of the vertebrae is limited.\textsuperscript{14} Although some rotation may occur, most of the thoracic correction is achieved by distraction and apical translation.

At approximately the same time that Harrington developed posterior instrumentation for scoliosis correction in the US, Dwyer,\textsuperscript{42} in Australia, developed the first anterior system. Dwyer reasoned that better correction could be achieved by instrumenting the VBs after performing an anterior release procedure and discectomy. His anterior approach and the instrumentation (VB screw, staple-and-cable construct) were the prototypes for other systems.\textsuperscript{23,42} Newer anterior instrumentation systems for scoliotic deformities are composed of a rod and VB screws. The rigidity of the rods minimizes the common tendency of the Dwyer cables to produce kyphosis. These newer anterior instrumentation systems are ideally suited for lumbar or thoracolumbar scoliosis with a minimal or flexible thoracic curve. In cases involving this curve pattern, posterior construct-assisted L-4 fusion is generally necessary.
Powerful corrective forces, however, can be exerted when anterior instrumentation is combined with thorough discectomies. In most cases, one lumbar motion segment is spared with the anterior construct.

Open anterior approaches have been the mainstay of anterior spinal surgery. Postoperative pain and pulmonary problems, however, have led to the development of alternatives. Although thoracoscopy was first introduced in the 1920s, only in the past 20 years has it become popular.56 Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery has widely been accepted for nonspinal surgery since the early 1980s.33,59 The advantages of video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery include decreased morbidity, improved cosmesis, and improved shoulder girdle, and chest wall muscle function.52,64 The application of this technology to pediatric spinal deformity is relatively recent. This technology does have a significant learning curve.88 The authors of several studies have demonstrated that anterior release and discectomy performed either by video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery or by standard thoracotomy produce similar results in terms of spinal mobility.97,105 This is an evolving technology that has promise to minimize surgery-related trauma while still making possible anterior release and fusion.

Fixation to the pelvis is indicated when the scoliosis extends to L-5 and includes a fixed spinopelvic deformity.122 Hook and rod constructs for pelvic fixation have shown to be subject to failure because the sacral laminae were poorly developed and hook purchase on the ala was inadequate.20,51 Currently, four techniques have evolved for fixation of instrumentation to the pelvis. The Luque–Galveston technique, developed by Allen and Ferguson, consists of contoured Luque rods placed between the cortical tables of the ileum. Replacing the intrailiac portion of this technique with a screw has simplified the procedure. Typically, the Luque–Galveston technique is used for scoliosis in which there is pelvic obliquity (frontal plane). Jackson developed a technique for correction of lumbosacral kyphosis by using fixation within the cortical walls of the sacrum and S-1 pedicle screws to anchor the rods to the sacrum.98 When performing the Dunn technique, contoured rods are passed through the S-1 foramen, coming to rest on the anterior sacrum between the internal iliac vessels.80 Finally, rod–pedicle fixation is used to span the L5–S1 junction and to stabilize spondylolysis or spondylolisthesis.98

CONGENITAL SPINAL DEFORMITIES: SCOLIOSIS, KYPHOSIS, AND LORDOSIS

The incidence of congenital spinal anomalies is estimated to range from 0.5 to one per 1000 births; the deformities usually arise as sporadic cases with a 1% chance of transmission.112,115,119,123 When the spinal anomaly is one component of a multisystem anomaly, however, the risk of transmission rises to 5 to 10%.123 A wide variety of associated anomalies—renal, cardiac, and intraspinal—can accompany congenital spinal deformities.54,63,81,119,120 Intraspinal anomalies, such as stenosis, diastematomyelia, and spinal cord tethering occur in 5 to 35% of congenital spinal deformities. They may be signaled by the presence of posterior midline skin lesions (such as hairy patches or deep dimples), asymmetrical foot deformities (cavus or flat feet), muscle weakness, or spasticity.12,81 Sight and hearing can also be congenitally impaired.54 All of these systems must be thoroughly examined when a congenital spinal deformity is discovered. Renal ultrasonography, cardiac consultation, and MR imaging of the entire brainstem and spinal cord are essential for complete...
evaluation. Discovery of a defect in an organ system may be more significant for the patient’s well-being than is the spinal deformity itself.

The predominant congenital deformity usually exists as a scoliosis, kyphosis, or lordosis. Just as in cases of idiopathic scoliosis, however, most are multiaxial deformities. Description of the congenital deformity should include the involved area of the spine, type of vertebral anomaly, and configuration of the deformity, because these factors have implications for evaluation and treatment.83,112,119 A classification system for congenital spinal deformities based on the embryological development of the spine was refined by Winter, et al.119 In this system 80% of deformities are classified; however, classification of the remaining 20% is obscured by the multiplicity of defects. Spinal anomalies are classified as failures of segmentation, failures of formation, and mixed anomalies (Fig. 11). This classification provides a prognostic guide for treatment. In general, 75% of congenital scoliotic deformities progress, and the rate varies depending on the type.

Defects of segmentation can be uni- or bilateral. A block vertebra is a bilateral segmentation defect that causes the spine to shorten, but it has little propensity for scoliosis progression. Unilateral unsegmented bars, however, have a high frequency of progressing because growth potential exists on only one side of the spine. An unsegmented bar opposite a hemivertebra is associated with the poorest prognosis for rapid progression and should be surgically treated at an early stage to prevent severe deformity. In the series described by McMaster and Ohtsuka83, these deformities progressed at a rate of least 6° each year, and all exceeded 50° by 4 years of age. Early in the course, a segmentation defect can appear as a narrow disc space that progressively narrows with growth until fusion occurs. Defects of formation are those in which absence or maldevelopment of a part of the spine produces deformity. Bifid or absent dorsal elements, hemivertebra, and wedge vertebrae are examples of defects of formation. When spina bifida is associated with defects of the neural elements (meningomyelocele), spasticity and partial paraplegia play a major role in the natural history of the spinal deformity. Hemivertebra, another type of formation failure, may involve mild wedging to complete absence of one side of the vertebra. The prognosis varies and is based on the type, location, and number of hemivertebrae. In general, 25% of hemivertebrae progress rapidly, 25% do not progress, and 50% progress slowly.83,112 Because the presence of open vertebral growth plates dictates the tendency to progress, the fully segmented hemivertebra, with a functional plate rostrally and caudally, has the greatest propensity to progress. Incarcerated and unsegmented hemivertebrae are rarely associated with progression. Treatment is recommended in cases of severe deformity or when curve documented progression is 10° or more.

Congenital lordosis is most commonly due to posterior segmentation defects, whereas kyphotic deformities can result from both segmentation defects and failure of formation. Kyphosis resulting from defects of formation manifests as sharper, more angulated deformities that are more likely to evolve such that they induce paraplegia, especially if posterior elements are deficient or if the deformity is in the thoracic spine.117,122 Kyphosis secondary to failure of formation (hemivertebra) progresses a mean of 7° per year.122 That resulting from segmentation failure is more rounded, but progressive deformity can still develop. Winter alone112 and with colleagues115 estimates that 95% of congenital kyphoses will progress.

Ideally, surgical fusion is performed early to prevent deformity progression, and correction becomes the goal when patients present later with a severe deformity. Surgical options include 1) posterior fusion, 2) anterior fusion, 3) combined anterior–posterior fusion, 4) hemivertebra excision, and 5) spinal osteotomy and fusion.

Posterior spinal fusion is the gold standard for both congenital scoliosis and kyphosis. By using this approach in 290 cases, Winter, et al.120 were able to arrest progression of the curvature in 86% of cases. To be successful, the posterior fusion must include the entire curve, from stable vertebra to stable vertebra. The crankshaft phenomenon or bending of the posterior fusion mass may occur in some very young patients (< 5 years of age) with congenital scoliosis.118 In 12 of 32 patients younger than 5 years of age in the Winter series progression occurred after posterior fusion for congenital scoliosis. When thoracic lordosis is part of the deformity, anterior discectomy and fusion are recommended to avoid progressive thoracic encroachment.

In mild cases of congenital kyphosis, spontaneous correction after posterior fusion alone can occur in young patients (< 5 years of age) with kyphotic deformity less than 50°.118 When the focal kyphosis exceeds 50°, correc-
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![Diagram of scoliosis, lordosis, kyphosis, hemivertebrae, and Spina Bifida]

Fig. 11. A: Defects of segmentation. B: Defects of formation. Image used with permission from Elsevier.

tion requires anterior release followed by posterior fusion. If the anterior release is not performed, the pseudarthrosis rate may be as high as 54% compared with 13% when combining anterior and posterior fusion.122 Winter, et al.,122 recommended routine reexploration of the posterior bone graft 6 months after a posterior surgery if anterior fusion was not performed. In their series, however, instrumentation was not used.

In 1955, Roaf94 described the technique of anterior and posterior convex hemiepiphysiodesis. When congenital scoliosis is due to one or two ipsilateral, fully segmented hemivertebrae, anterior convex disectomy and anterior convex fusion are performed to arrest convex growth and thus potentiate correction by preferential concave growth.6,10 Some authors found that the procedure provided the best results in patients younger than 5 years of age in whom curves were less than 40°.113,115,116 The technique is not recommended for kyphotic deformities and has limited application in patients older than 5 years of age. Of 13 patients treated by this technique, Winter, et al.,116 found curvature improvement (a true epiphysiodesis effect) in five patients, fusion with curvature stabilization in seven patients, and failure with progression in one patient (due to inadequate size of the fused area).

Combined anterior–posterior approaches are used to excise hemivertebrae.13,62,65 Although thoracic and lumbar resection has been performed, ideally this procedure is reserved for an L-5 lumbosacral junction hemivertebra causing trunk decompensation. Excision of hemivertebrae at other levels is typically reserved for cases of severe kyphotic deformities, which may or may not be associated with neurological defects. In these cases, the excision is performed to decompress the spinal cord that is tented over the apex of the kyphosis. Congenital spinal deformities are rigid, and correction, by whatever means, is achieved through the mobile segments above and below the anomaly. Children tolerate casts well, and satisfactory correction can often be maintained without instrumentation and the attendant risk of SCI.

Instrumentation may be placed to improve or maintain correction of congenital spinal deformities; however, the postoperative risk of neurological impairment is highest in this group.10,114,115 The risks are attributable to the small spinal canal size, the severity of deformities, and the frequent presence of intraspinal anomalies such as diastematomyelia or tethering.66 Therefore, before a hook or wire is inserted in the spinal canal, MR imaging of the entire spine should be performed. Tethered cords and diastematomyelia must be corrected before instrumentation is placed. Furthermore, instrumentation appropriate to the patient’s size must be chosen. Intraoperative spinal cord monitoring is preferred when instrumentation is to be applied.

The superior/inferior endpoints of instrumentation are chosen so that the head is centered over the pelvis in both the frontal and sagittal planes. Examination of bending and traction radiographs can help predict correction and determine the endpoints of instrumentation. The compensatory curve need not be included in the fusion, unless it is anticipated that the structural component of the com-
pensatory curve is sufficient to cause trunk decompensation. Highly flexible compensatory curves need not be included but must be followed carefully to ensure that progression does not occur postoperatively. If progression is documented and growth continues, then brace therapy until maturity is recommended. Posterior instrumentation is reserved for the thoracic and lumbar deformities in adolescents or in cases in which significant instability is created by combined anterior–posterior osteotomies.

**COMPLICATIONS OF SPINAL INSTRUMENTATION AND FUSION**

Since the 1970s, techniques in spine surgery have expanded dramatically. Anterior approaches have become routine, and there has been a burgeoning of instrumentation for correction of deformity. Although the replacement of casts with segmental instrumentation to correct spinal deformity has been a vast improvement, the attendant risks of the surgery have increased. Moreover, further follow up is needed to determine whether newer constructs will reduce the incidence of lumbar arthritis distal to the end of the constructs. Finally, because spinal deformity can be associated with other organ system compromise, comprehensive preoperative evaluation is mandatory. Even if the patient is a healthy adolescent with idiopathic scoliosis, the magnitude of the surgery results in disturbances of organ systems that must be recognized and managed carefully to avoid complications.

The goal of scoliosis surgery has always been to halt progression by creating bone fusion and to obtain correction of deformity. The surgeon seeks to achieve deformity correction with fusion of as few segments as possible, particularly preserving lumbar vertebrae. Therefore, choosing levels for instrumentation and fusion becomes a critical component of the surgical planning, mistakes in which can result in persistent deformity or trunk decompensation. Spinal levels improperly chosen for instrumentation combined with further spinal growth contribute to the problems of postoperative trunk decompensation and deformity.

Before the era of instrumentation, Hibbs, et al., performed scoliosis surgery through a window in a cast. All the vertebrae involved in the curve were included in the fusion, and the patients were kept in a cast for a period of 1 year or more until fusion occurred. Moe popularized the concept that the neutrally rotated vertebrae marked the end of the curve and that fusion must include all the intervening segments. Harrington introduced posterior distraction instrumentation for scoliosis correction and stated that the instrumentation must end within the stable zone. Harrington, as well as Moe, understood that in some cases the less severe curves (fractional and compensatory curves) did not need to be included in the fusion. For example, in King Type II curves, instrumentation of the thoracic deformity alone led to some spontaneous improvement in the compensatory lumbar curve, thus maintaining trunk balance. King, et al., reviewed the 149 cases of Moe to assess the effectiveness of these concepts. Frontal-plane radiographs were obtained and grouped into five categories. For all curve types, instrumentation extending to the stable vertebrae resulted in optimal frontal-plane balance.

Although their review provided a practical classification system and guidelines for treatment, it has several deficiencies. In all cases Harrington distraction instrumentation, rather than a newer segmental system, was used. Furthermore, spinal flexibility, as demonstrated on side-bending radiographs, did not play an obvious role in the selection of the levels to be fitted with instrumentation. Harrington’s technique primarily provided coronal-plane correction by distraction, whereas the newer techniques allow greater spinal translation and rotation, thus inducing greater correction of the deformity. Greater correction involves fewer fused segments in some cases, but it may also impart torsional forces in unfused segments, resulting in persistent or new deformity. Trunk decompensation occurs when correction of the upper spine exceeds the capacity of the lower uninstrumented segments to achieve spontaneous correction. In this situation, the lower spinal segments remain structurally deformed, leaving an oblique take-off from the sacrum. The problem produces cosmetic deformity and theoretically predisposes the patient to arthritis due to asymmetrical loading of the vertebral segments.

Postoperative infections are inevitable in this modern era instrumentation-augmented spinal fusion because of the large amount of metal implanted, including rods, cross-fixators, and multiple hooks. The routine use of perioperative antibiotic agents has limited the incidence of infection for idiopathic cases to approximately one per 100 cases, whereas in neuromuscular cases the rate rises to approximately 5%,. In patients with meningomyelocele the infection rate is approximately 10%. Factors predisposing to infection include development of a hematoma, poor skin condition (meningomyelocele), concurrent infections such as urinary tract infection, and poor nutrition. To some extent, all these factors can be controlled. Persistent fever associated with a temperature greater than 101.5°F after the 5th postoperative day should heighten suspicions of an acute wound infection. Evaluation includes a comprehensive culture of tissues including blood, urine, pulmonary fluids, and wound aspirates. A purulent aspirate or a persistent large hematoma should be aggressively treated by irrigation in the operating room. Prompt irrigation should be followed by administration of parenteral antibiotic agents until culture results have been obtained. If an established infection is found, any loose bone graft should be removed. Most surgeons perform closure over a drain. Other options include closure over a close suction–irrigation system or leaving the wound open to allow packing and subsequent healing by secondary intention. The latter method is generally reserved when the other options fail. Similarly, the duration of antibiotic therapy and the route of administration will vary. Commonly, parenteral antibiotic therapy for at least 3 weeks, followed by oral administration for 3 weeks, is prescribed. The sedimentation rate is a useful marker to follow; however, the level may not normalize for several weeks after treatment of the acute inflammation. Therefore, undertreatment is unlikely when using this parameter as a guide.

Delayed infections are now well recognized after spinal surgery. Affected patients present with back pain and signs of inflammation or drainage months to years after such surgery. The most common organisms are *Staphylo-*
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coccus epidermidis, Propionibacterium acnes, and other skin flora. These organisms of low virulence are believed to contaminate the wound at the time of surgery, and infection remains subclinical for an extended period.\textsuperscript{92} Treatment of these infections should follow the same guidelines as for acute infections. Aggressive irrigation and debridement followed by wound drainage is the first treatment. Healing by secondary intention may be necessary for failure of the initial attempts.

Although bleeding is an obvious consequence of spinal surgery, the routine use of hypotensive anesthesia as well as frames to suspend the abdomen can reduce bleeding. Nevertheless, bleeding from the decorticated bone surfaces will continue postoperatively, and the placement of closed wound drains is a prudent measure to reduce hematoma formation. Generally, drainage tapers off after 36 hours, and the drains are removed. Persistent bleeding may reflect uncorrected coagulopathy. If blood loss is expected to exceed 1000 ml, intraoperative cell savers should be used.

Spinal instrumentation has enhanced the spine surgeon’s ability to achieve correction of deformities. Halting progression and maintaining correction, however, ultimately depend on achieving an osseous fusion. Factors impeding fusion include the source of the bone graft, surgical techniques, magnitude of the deformity, and healing potential of the patient. In most cases of spinal surgery, there is a race with time between the fatigue life of the implants and the formation of a solid fusion mass.

One or more of the following symptoms and signs usually indicate the presence of a pseudarthrosis: pain, progressive deformity, or implant failure (rod breakage or hook pullout). Imaging studies such as computerized tomography or bone scanning can be conducted to confirm the diagnosis and the location of the pseudarthrosis.\textsuperscript{104} When signs of pseudarthrosis are present, exploration and grafting of the defect are recommended. The defect is usually found in the area of tension. Treatment entails removal of all fibrous tissue, placement of a copious bone graft, and application of instrumentation designed to produce compression across the site. Cultures are obtained routinely because of the high association between infections and pseudarthroses.

Before instrumentation was introduced for spinal deformity correction, surgery-induced neurological injury was rare. Neurological complications are the inevitable consequence of more invasive techniques. The exact incidence can only be estimated. The Scoliosis Research Society, however, surveyed its members in 1993 and reported a 0.6% incidence of neurological injury associated with scoliosis correction and a 1.4% incidence associated with all categories of spinal deformity. The vast majority of cases involved nerve root damage, and most patients recovered. Cases of complete or partial SCI, however, were reported. Thus, an understanding of the risk factors and avoidance techniques is crucial to minimizing this complication.

Neurological injury is secondary to direct trauma, such as that induced by hooks, screws, wires, or bone impingement of the spinal cord and from indirect injury due to excessive distraction or ischemia. A combination of both direct and indirect mechanisms may also be responsible for such injury in some cases. Because of these factors, methods to monitor spinal cord function intraoperatively are important when performing deformity correction.

In 1973, Vauzelle and Stagnara introduced the wake-up test to confirm spinal cord conduction after application of instrumentation.\textsuperscript{69} To perform the test, anesthesia is reduced until a patient can follow commands to move his feet. When both feet move, the anesthesia is increased, and the procedure is completed. Associated complications include extubation and air embolisms. Furthermore, because incomplete, subtle neurological deficits can be missed, this technique is not applicable in neuromuscular cases.

Direct monitoring of spinal cord function is the other method for intraoperative confirmation of spinal cord conduction.\textsuperscript{111} Presently, posterior column function is monitored using recording somatosensory evoked potentials. Stimulating electrodes are placed over peripheral nerves in the lower extremities and recording is conducted through scalp, neck, or spinous process electrodes. A positive result is considered to be an acute change of 50% in amplitude or 15% in latency. False results (both false positive and false negative) can occur if the core temperature drops or if the level of halogenated anesthetic agents become too high.\textsuperscript{2} Clearly, factors involving the surgeon and technician affect the utility of evoked potential monitoring. Concomitant monitoring of anterior column function (motor evoked potentials) is another alternative but is technically challenging.

If a neurological complication is suspected based on an abnormal wake-up test result, immediate correction of hypotension and release of distraction should be undertaken.\textsuperscript{69} If the wake-up test continues to indicate abnormality, removal of the instrumentation is recommended. Similarly, if evoked potentials remain abnormal after correction of physiological parameters, distraction should be relieved and implants should be removed to restore spinal cord function. Often, with an acute change in the evoked potentials, reversal of the previous step (removal of a hook or reduction of distraction) will restore the potentials. The ability to monitor continuously is a major advantage of evoked potential monitoring over the wake-up test.

Patient-related factors associated with increased neurological complications include kyphosis (congenital or otherwise), congenital deformity, neurofibromatosis, sublaminar wires, rigid curves, and combined anterior–posterior approaches.\textsuperscript{112} Kyphotic deformities induce the spinal cord to stretch. Therefore, compression or shortening of the spinal column should be undertaken for correction.\textsuperscript{122} In cases of congenital deformities there is a high incidence of occult intraspinal anomalies that can lead to SCI if these problems are not addressed before scoliosis is corrected.\textsuperscript{81} The tight angular curves associated with neurofibromatosis put the spinal cord at risk. In addition, neurofibromas may occupy space within the spinal canal, producing a relative stenosis. Both insertion and removal of sublaminar wires is associated with a higher incidence of neurological complications compared with hook and rod systems.\textsuperscript{111} Finally, severe deformities requiring a combined anterior–posterior approach are more likely to result in neurological deficits. Spinal cord ischemia may play a role in the pathophysiology. Therefore, if possible, the goal should be to spare the segmental vessels.
CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation and treatment of pediatric spinal deformities is challenging. Detailed knowledge is required of the different types of deformity and their propensity for progression and possible attendant neurological compromise. Each class of deformity presents challenges in management. Recent advances in spinal instrumentation and techniques have allowed greater correction of deformities but also have increased the associated risks. A new classification system for AIS potentially will aid in treatment. In this article we have detailed some of the history of pediatric deformity while highlighting recent additions to the field.
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